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Though the need for Long Term Care insurance is universal, not all of your clients are aware
of the benefits. Whether you have a client who requires just a basic introduction to LTCi or a
client who needs a more detailed description of a benefit increase option, Transamerica LTC
has a solution to help you bring some insights.
Take a look at some of Transamerica LTC’s most popular marketing materials — our top
performers — and let us show you who they’re created for, how you can use them, and when
in the sales cycle they might be most helpful to you.
Featured Top Performers included in this guide are:
• Long Term Care is a Family Matter brochure
• Transamerica Secure® website and brochure
• Step-Rated Benefit Increase Option video and brochure
• LTCi Needs video
• Policyholder testimonial video
• TransBuilder® customizable multi-life material
To access any of these sales pieces, visit our Agent Resource Center at taltc.com, where you’ll
find even more material for you and your clients.
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An Exciting Benefit Enhancement For You
Coming soon! A new Long Term Care insurance offer for valued members

Long Term Care
is a Family Matter

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
We are pleased to make available a member benefit that may help protect you and your
family in case you need long term care. That’s important because:
•

You matter. There is a 70% chance you will need long term care services after age
65,1 which can cost up to $85,000 a year.2

•

Your family matters. Family members often take on new responsibilities based on
each other’s care needs.

Let us answer your questions about
the Long Term Care insurance benefit

For members of

We have selected a very reliable leader in the industry,
Transamerica Life, to offer this benefit. You will receive
more information over the next few weeks about available
benefits and member premium discounts.

Helping Protect You and Your
Family for the Long Term

To learn more about long term care,
visit www.brainshark.com/aegon/Gen2
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What does family mean to you?
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Medicare & You: National Medicare Handbook. CMS Product No. 10050. Revised November 2012
American Association for Long-Term Care Insurance, 2012 LTCi Sourcebook

The purpose of this advertisement is solicitation for long term care insurance and an insurance agent/producer will contact you.
This is an individual Long Term Care insurance policy underwritten by Transamerica Life Insurance Company, Cedar Rapids,
IA. You must qualify before you can receive benefits under the policy. Benefits and premiums may vary by policy. Exclusions
and limitations apply. Contact your insurance agent/producer for details or call Transamerica Life and we will have a licensed
insurance agent/producer contact you. Policy Series ICC13 TLC-4, ICC10 TLC-3, or TLC 2-P 0410.
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Long Term Care is a Family Matter Brochure
WHAT DOES FAMILY MEAN TO YOU?

Transamerica Life insurance company
Transamerica financiaL Life insurance company

Long Term Care
is a Family Matter
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What does family mean to you?

Brochure Cover

This 12-page brochure (available in print and
for download) is for prospects and clients with
little to no previous exposure to LTC or LTCi. It’s
a consumer-friendly overview that emphasizes
the financial and emotional effects of caregiving
on the family. The Family Matter brochure can be
used as a presale, soft-sell, or pre-product pitch
with all Transamerica products for in-person or
virtual sales.
Topics Include:
• What is Long Term Care?
• Won’t the Government Help Pay?
• Family Caregivers
• How Can Long Term Care Insurance Help
Protect Me and My Family?
• The Best Time to Buy Long Term Care
Insurance Is Now

Family
caregiving
statistics

ADL icons
and easy-toread layout

Other highlights include:
• Cost of care chart
• Costs of waiting for LTCi
Brochure Interior
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Transamerica Secure® Website and Brochure
T r a n s a m e r i c a L i f e i n s u r a n c e c o m pa n y

Helping Protect You and Your
Family for the Long Term

ICC14 TLC TS3 BR

Brochure Cover

Brochure Topics and Features:
• What is Long Term Care?
• The Benefits of a
Stand-alone Policy
• How Can Transamerica
Secure Benefits Help?
• What Government
Programs Pay for Long
Term Care services?
• Cost of Care Chart

Working families with real concerns
about the affordability of long term
care: that’s what drove us to create
Transamerica Secure.
These materials help guide the sales
conversation and support the close of
Transamerica Secure sales. They can be
sent electronically ahead of a meeting. And
when combined with our LTC eApp, they
can support 100% remote selling.
Both the website and brochure (available
in print and for download) show the
prepackaged plans and list some of the
included benefits. A complete list of
benefits as well as a consumer testimonial
are also available on the website.

Brochure Interior

Website Topics Include:
• Information about Transamerica
• Helping Protect Assets —
Inflation Protection and
LTC Partnership

www.TASecure.com
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Step-Rated Benefit Increase Option Video and Brochure
Keep up with inflation . . . and increase value
These materials help explain the unique benefits
and features of Transamerica LTC’s exclusive StepRated BIO with easy-to-understand terminology,
graphs, and animation. The four-and-a-half
minute video guides viewers through a fictional
animated narrative that helps explain how
Step-Rated compares to traditional CBIOs and
illustrates the pause/restart/stop feature. The
brochure (available in print and for download)
emphasizes the comparative increase in the value
of the policy (Policy Maximum Amount) versus
the small annual increase.
our exclusive Step-Rated Benefit Increase Option
Lower starting premiums. Easier cost control.
Inflation protection may be the most important benefit to have in a Long Term Care insurance (LTCi) policy. But for
some working families, the high costs of traditional options may be out of reach. That’s why Transamerica Life* created
the Step-Rated Compound Benefit Increase Option (BIO). It’s a simple, effective way for you to manage the effects of
inflation with initial premiums that can be significantly lower than traditional compound BIO premiums.
In addition, our Step-Rated BIO provides you with the flexibility to control the costs of your premiums over time.

Keep up with inflation…and increase value

The Step-Rated BIO is an available option (or rider1) for your policy that makes it possible to plan for the rising prices of
long term care services and for inflation at a predictable 3% or 5% compounding interest rate. The rider automatically
increases benefit amounts2 every year to help keep pace with increasing costs of services, which have seen an average
3% to 4% increase over the last ten years3.

Brochure Cover

It’s not just that starting premiums are lower than traditional compound options. Even more important is that as the
premium “steps up” a small amount each year, the value of the policy grows substantially, while continuing to cost less
than traditional BIOs for many years. Here’s an example:
TransCare® III, Male, age 55, Alabama
AGE

Pool of Money

Annual Premium
(@3% increase4)

55

$126,940.51

$591.98

56

130,748.73

$609.75

Increase in
Premium

Increase in Value

$17.77

$3,808.22

57

$134,671.19

$628.05

$18.30

$3,922.46

58

$138,711.32

$646.87

$18.82

$4,040.13

$142,872.66

$666.29

$147,158.84

$686.28

59
60

$19.42

Total 5-year increase

For only
this much...

$4,161.34

$19.99

$4,286.18

$94.30

$20,218.33

...You get this
much more coverage

Stay in control of costs

Chart shows the increase
in coverage versus
increase in premium

Cost control is one of the most flexible features of Step-Rated BIOs. It enables you to temporarily or permanently stop the
annual increases should they reach a point where you’re satisfied with your Pool of Money (or “Policy Maximum Amount”).

Step-Rated BIO vs Traditional Compound BIO

Traditional BIOs are designed to maintain a consistent annual premium cost. However, payments can be higher than some
consumers find comfortable because you’re paying upfront for Pool of Money increases you haven’t yet received.
With Step-Rated BIO, you pay for increases as you go, making premiums more manageable upfront. And you know exactly
what your premiums will be each year.

Smart.

Benefit amounts (daily benefit and total Pool of Money) automatically increase by either 3% or 5% on each anniversary of
the effective date of the policy, so there’s no effort to maintaining inflation protection.
You’ll benefit from:
• Incremental premium increases that deliver increased benefits
• Added security against the effect of inflation on the plan
• Benefit and premium increases that can be stopped at any time

Affordable.

When it comes to BIOs that include
compounding, our Step-Rated BIO presents
an attractive value because it provides
immediate coverage for a lower premium on
the front end than traditional compound BIO
for many years.
As you can see in the illustration on the right,
even after the Step-Rated premium surpasses
the traditional compound BIO premium, it
will be many more years before total out-ofpocket expense for premiums equals that of
the compound BIO.

Flexible.

TransCare® III, Male, age 55, Alabama
Premium
$1300
$1100
$900
$700
$500
$300

If your budget needs change, Step-Rated BIO enables
you to take a “time out” from premium benefit increases.

Out-of-Pocket Premium Paid
BREAKEVEN POINT
Cumulative Step-Rated
PREMIUM SAVINGS
$1,416.06

PREMIUM SAVINGS PERIOD

55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79

Age

Level Premiums
Step-Rated Premiums

PAUSE premium and benefit increases. With the Step-Rated BIO, you can pause the annual stepped increases at
any time by instructing us in writing. The pause request will go into effect on the next policy anniversary date after the
request is received. Your stepped increases will stay temporarily paused for up to three years, unless you notify us to restart
the increases. If the policy increases have been paused, you will not receive notification about stepped increases. Your
compounded benefit amounts and premium will remain at their current level.
RESTART premium and benefit increases. You can restart the increases you paused at any time by writing us with
instructions to do so; the request to restart the increases will go into effect on the next policy anniversary date after the
request is received. There is no limit to the number of times that you can pause and restart your premium and benefit
increases in this way.
STOP increases. If you pause your increases and allow three consecutive policy anniversary dates to pass without
writing us with instructions to restart your increases, the option to restart the increases under the Step-Rated BIO will end
permanently.

Help with protecting your assets
INFLATION PROTECTION

AFFORDABLE PREMIUMS

FLEXIBILITY & CONTROL

IMMEDIATE COVERAGE

The high cost of long term care services can be a key factor when you consider how much LTCi coverage you may need for
the future. Our one-of-a-kind Step-Rated BIO helps protect against anticipated rising costs of care while providing premiums
that could be more affordable for working families like yours.

Riders are optional benefits that may be added to your policy at additional cost.
Benefit amounts include Maximum Daily Benefit, Pool of Money (less previous claims), and Remain at Home Benefit. Percent of increase is determined by the
rider you select.
3
2012-2013 AALTCI Sourcebook.
1
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Animated whiteboard
video explains StepRated BIO with easy-tounderstand examples
Step-Rated Video
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LTCi Needs Video
When you have a prospect with
little to no exposure to LTCi,
or you’d like an introduction
before speaking to a group, this
short video is an ideal solution.
It’s a brief, energetic look at the
costs of long term care that can
be used to support the sale of
all Transamerica LTCi products.

LTCi Needs Video

The video is meant to drive
interest in LTCi and does not
mention any specific policies,
benefits, or other LTCi details. It
includes statistics on financial
risk, chances of needing LTC,
and costs of care including the
cost to family caregivers.

Animated video uses
moving text, icons,
and upbeat music to
captivate audience
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Policyholder Testimonial Video
Sometimes, a client may
understand the need for LTCi,
but is skeptical that a carrier will
actually come through when it’s
time to make a claim. This firstperson video gives a moving
account of how a Transamerica
LTC policy helped ease the
stress of nursing home care for
the Darer family and highlights
the positive claims experience
they encountered.
Policyholder Testimonial Video

The video can be used as a presales tool, or as an introduction
to an in-person presentation. It
can also be used in conjunction
with our consumer claims
brochure to reinforce the
strength of Transamerica’s
history of paying claimants.

John Darer shares his
firsthand experience
with Transamerica Long
Term Care insurance
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TransBuilder® Customizable Multi-Life Materials

TRANSAMERICA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

An Exciting Benefit Enhancement For You
Coming soon! A new Long Term Care insurance offer for valued members
DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
We are pleased to make available a member benefit that may help protect you and your
family in case you need long term care. That’s important because:
•

You matter. There is a 70% chance you will need long term care services after age
65,1 which can cost up to $85,000 a year.2

•

Your family matters. Family members often take on new responsibilities based on
each other’s care needs.

Let us answer your questions about
the Long Term Care insurance benefit

For members of

The Transamerica TransBuilder online tool
is a convenient way to customize worksite/
association materials with your company
name, logo, and contact information, as
well as enrollment start and stop dates and
applicable discounts. Once created on the Agent
Resource Center, you can save to PDF for digital
distribution, or order professionally printed
versions with complimentary shipping.

We have selected a very reliable leader in the industry,
Transamerica Life, to offer this benefit. You will receive
more information over the next few weeks about available
benefits and member premium discounts.

To learn more about long term care,
visit www.brainshark.com/aegon/Gen2
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Medicare & You: National Medicare Handbook. CMS Product No. 10050. Revised November 2012
American Association for Long-Term Care Insurance, 2012 LTCi Sourcebook

The purpose of this advertisement is solicitation for long term care insurance and an insurance agent/producer will contact you.
This is an individual Long Term Care insurance policy underwritten by Transamerica Life Insurance Company, Cedar Rapids,
IA. You must qualify before you can receive benefits under the policy. Benefits and premiums may vary by policy. Exclusions
and limitations apply. Contact your insurance agent/producer for details or call Transamerica Life and we will have a licensed
insurance agent/producer contact you. Policy Series ICC13 TLC-4, ICC10 TLC-3, or TLC 2-P 0410.

Customizable Multi-Life Flyer

Upload your own logo
and contact information
to the flyer

Customizable pieces include:
• Flyers
• Postcards
• Stuffers
• Posters
• And more!

For more information on
Transamerica’s multi-life
programs and materials, go
to www.mladvantage.com.

This customizable flyer
links to a Brainshark
presentation

